Electrical parts wear out just like everything else. I got a call from a lady with a 1972 house saying that
she had a fire in her kitchen counter plug. I was a bit concerned by this because I have seen the
aftermath of aluminum wiring that has been overheated. I got to her home and she immediately took
me to the kitchen where the burn't plug was located. What I saw was an original 1972 wall receptacle
above the kitchen counter that was burn't. She said that this was
the outlet that she normally plugs the microwave into. What
happens with this vintage of plug-in is that with continued use,
they wear out. You can tell when they wear out because when you
insert the male prongs of the cord end, they will feel loose and
possibly crackle when in use. There are metal contacts inside the
plug-in that weaken, preventing a firm grasp of the male cord end
prongs. What happens next is that arcing starts to happen
between the prongs of the male cord end and the internal contacts
of the wall receptacle. Arcing causes overheating and eventually,
damage or fire will occur. The only way to correct this problem is
by replacing the worn wall receptacles with a new one. We find it
is always best to replace all of them instead of trying to determine
which ones are worn and which ones are not. In this case,
aluminum wiring existed on the main floor of the bungalow and
we were asked to correct that problem for her.
A man from Millwoods in Edmonton called me up saying that he was getting his house painted so he
removed all of the plug and switch covers. He noticed something terrifying he said, inside the
electrical box of the switches by the front door, so he immediately went down to the breaker panel and
turned off the main breaker in the electrical box. He grabbed his cell and immediately gave me a call
and described his dilemma. It just so happened that I was in south Edmonton and being curious, I
immediately went to see if I could help. I removed the front switches and found something I had
never seen before. Being a Master electrician, we are taught what electrical wiring can do, but you
don't always get a chance to see it first hand, until now. We determined that the front 3 switches, the
kitchen lights, the hall way and the bathroom were all on the same circuit. If this wasn't bad enough,
one of the switches at the front entrance controlled the exterior outlet on the front of the house. He
had been using this exterior plug in the winter to plug in his car. This breaker was definitely
overloaded. I guess by now your wondering what I saw when I removed the switches at the front door.
This is it

